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Abstract

This study was designed to investigate several scoring modalities in terms of (a) the accuracy of

scores and (b) the efficiency of scoring procedures. Five scoring modalities (SM) are conceptualized by

considering tasks and raters as sources of error: SM1 [pxtxr ], SM2 [ p x (t r)], SM3 [ p x (r :1)],

SM4 [ (p : r) x t ], and SM5 [ r : (p x t) ], where p, t, and r represent person, task, and rater, respectively.

SM1 and SM5 seem to be somewhat unrealistic for practical use in large-scale performance assessments.

SM2 would be least preferable among five scoring modalities conceptualized in this study for large-scale

performance assessments. SM3 could be the best option when a high level of score accuracy is required

and high level of rater variation might be expected. If considering both score accuracy and efficiency of

scoring procedures, SM4 should be considered for use in large-scale performance assessments.
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A Comparison of Scoring Modalities for Performance Assessments:
A Case of Constructed Response Items

Over the past several years, the use of performance assessments as alternatives or supplements to

traditional multiple choice tests has been one of the central features of current testing practices

(Shavelson, Baxter, & Gao, 1993; Gao, Shavelson, & Baxter, 1994; Cronbach, Linn, Brennan, & Haertel,

1997). As one type of performance assessment, constructed response (CR) items have been broadly used

in large scale testing programs both with and without multiple choice items. The use of CR items should

require hand-scoring procedures that can be successfully implemented by raters. Consequently, rater

variation among total score variation has been focused by several previous studies that investigated

psychometric issues of performance assessments (Linn & Burton, 1994; Brennan & Johnson, 1995;

Shevelson, Baxter, & Gao, 1993; Gao, Brennan, & Shavelson, 1994; Gao, Shavelson, & Baxter, 1994;

Shavelson, Ruiz-Primo, & Wiley, 1999; Clauser, Clyman, Swanson, 1999).

Sykes, Heidorn, and Lee (1999) demonstrated that the allocation of readers to responses in tasks

containing more than one CR item can affect the total constructed response scores. Thus, the allocation of

raters to items (or items to raters) is an important issue. However, there have been few studies evaluating

whether scores can be produced more efficiently under some scoring modalities than others or whether

these scores differ in their accuracy. Consequently, it is not clear which scoring modality is relatively

accurate and efficient in scoring student's performance. This study was designed for addressing this issue

by comparing several scoring modalities in terms of (a) the accuracy of scores and (b) the efficiency (or

cost-effectiveness) of scoring procedures. If different degrees of score accuracy are established across

different scoring designs, the more efficient (or cost-effective) scoring design can be considered and

administered in large scale performance assessments.
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The objectives of this study were to:

1. Conceptualize possible scoring modalities for performance assessment incorporating tasks and raters

as sources of error.

2. Estimate variance components for each scoring modality and compute absolute and relative

generalizability coefficients and standard errors of measurement.

3. Compute rating case-counts and the frequencies of paper movements between raters for each scoring

modality.

4. Investigate the relative appropriateness of each scoring modality in terms of the accuracy of scores

and the efficiency of scoring procedures.

Scoring Modality

Five scoring modalities are conceptualized in this study when incorporating tasks and raters as

sources of error.

Scoring Modality 1 (SM1)

Under this scoring modality, a rater reads every response to every task of every student. The

univariate p x t x r design, persons (p) crossed with tasks (t) and raters (r), is appropriate. The linear

model for the response of a person to a task read by a rater treats persons as objects of measurement and

tasks and raters as random facets. This linear model can be represented as:

X ptr = + p +lit r +11 pt +I-1pr +Air +11 ptr ,e (I)

The terms on the right-hand side of the equation are the grand mean, person effect, task effect, rater

effect, person by task interaction effect, person by rater interaction effect, task by rater interaction effect,

and person by task by rater interaction effect confounded with unexplained sources of error, respectively.
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Scoring Modality 2 (SM2)

Under this scoring modality, a rater reads each student's responses to a subset of tasks. The

univariate p x (t : r) design, persons (p) crossed with tasks (t) nested within raters (r), is appropriate for

this scoring design. The linear model can be represented as:

X ptr P + P P +11r +PO' + Ppr + Ppt:r,e ' (2)

The terms on the right-hand side of the equation are the grand mean, person effect, rater effect, task

within rater effect, person by rater interaction effect, and person by task within rater interaction effect

confounded with unexplained sources of error, respectively.

Scoring Modality 3 (SM3)

Under this scoring design, several raters read each student's response to the same task, but each

task is read by different sets of raters. The univariate p x (r :1) design, persons (p) crossed with raters (r)

nested within tasks (t), is appropriate for this scoring design. The linear model can be represented as:

X ptr P + P p +Pt +µr:1 +P pt +11 pi-1,e

The terms on the right-hand side are the grand mean, person effect, task effect, rater within task effect,

person by task interaction effect, and person by rater within task interaction effect confounded with

unexplained sources of error, respectively.

Scoring Modality 4 (SM 4)

Under this scoring modality, a rater reads all responses to the tasks of a subset of students (not

all students). The univariate (p : r) x t design, persons (p) nested within raters (r) crossed with tasks (t), is

appropriate for this situation. The linear model can be represented as:

Xptr 1-1 + Pp:r +11r +l-it +µr/ -FP pt:r,e (4)

The terms on the right are the grand mean, person within rater effect, rater effect, task effect, rater by task

(3)

interaction effect, and person by task within rater interaction effect confounded with unexplained sources

of error, respectively.

6
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Scoring Modality 5 (SM5)

Under this scoring modality, a rater reads only one student's response to a task. The univariate

r : (p x t) design, raters (r) nested within persons (p) and tasks (t), is appropriate for this scoring design.

This linear model can be represented as:

X ptr = 1-1 p +1-1t pt r: pt,e (5)

The terms on the right-hand side of the equation are the grand mean, person effect, task effect, person by

task interaction effect, and rater within person and task effect confounded with unexplained sources of

error, respectively.

Method

Data Source

Samples of approximately 2,000 students were obtained for a Mathematics field test form at each

of grades 5, 8, and 10 and for a Reading field test form at each of grades 4, 8, and 10 of a large-state

assessment. Stratified random sampling procedures were used to ensure that the selected samples

accurately represented the school population of the state. The test used in this study was the grade 8

Mathematics field test composed of 52 multiple-choice items and 11 constructed-response items. Two

types of constructed response items were administered: two-point short response (SR) and four-point

extended response (ER) items. Nine SR and two ER items Were used in the grade 8 Mathematics field test

(total score points = 26). Only students' response vectors to these 11 CR items were analyzed in this

study.

Raters were trained to implement the scoring rubrics and anchor papers. The scoring efforts

focused on careful rater training, as well as the use of rater check sets and "read behinds" to be certain all

raters maintain the same scoring standard. For estimating variance components for the fully crossed design

(SM1: p x t x r design), a subset of students' response vectors was extracted. In this subset, there were 19
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different rater sets and each of them was composed of 2 raters from a total of 10 raters. Two raters of each

set read all responses to tasks of all students assigned to that rater set (ranging from 15 to 46 students).

Analyses

The application program GENOVA (Crick & Brennan, 1983) was used in this study for

estimating variance components for SM1 using the p x t x r generalizability study design. A total of 19

independent runs were completed with 19 data files, and the variance components were averaged over 19

runs for obtaining more stable estimates. The variance components for other scoring modalities can be

estimated by manipulating the variance component estimates of SM1 by following specified equations in

Table 1.

Insert Table 1 About Here

Unlike classical test theory, two different types of error variance are differentiated in G-theory,

relative error variance and absolute error variance. The distinction between the two error variances is

associated with separate types of decisions, relative and absolute decisions (Brennan, 1992; Cronbach,

Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972), which are somewhat analogous to norm-referenced and criterion-

referenced interpretations, respectively. The absolute and relative generalizability coefficients and

standard errors of measurement for each scoring modality are computed from using variance component

estimates and assumed sample sizes for tasks and raters in decision studies.

P T
The total rating case-counts can be computed by EE NR where NRp, represents the number

p=11.1

of ratings on task t of person p. The amount of paper movement can be computed by counting the number

of times students' response papers move between raters. The (p : r) x t scoring design does not require

any paper moving because a rater reads all responses to the tasks of a subset of students. For the other

designs, students' papers must be handed to various degrees from rater to rater. The paper moving

8
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frequency can be computed by E (RP 1) , where RI, represents the number of raters who read a (or
p=1

several) response(s) of a student p. The smaller rating case-counts and paper moving frequencies, the more

efficient (or cost-effective) the scoring procedure could be.

Results

The Accuracy of Scores and Scoring Modality

Table 2 shows variance component estimates from a generalizability study (G-study) for each

scoring modality and also presents proportions of variance components compared to total score variance.

Insert Table 2 About Here
------ ------ --------------

The variance components in a G-study for SM 1 represent the observed score variance for a

single response of an individual person to a single task as it was evaluated by a single rater. The person

variance is an estimate of the variance of students' mean scores over tasks and raters (17.9% among total

variance). Similarly, task variance represents the variation of task mean scores over all persons and raters

(31.6%). A quite small amount of rater variance was estimated (0.0%), even though the actual estimate

was not zero. With respect to the two-way interaction effects, the magnitude of the person by task

variance component suggests that there were considerably different rank orderings of persons across tasks

(42.2%). Variance component estimates for the other two two-way interactions including the rater facet,

person by rater and .task by rater interactions, were very small (0.2% and 0.1%, respectively). The

variance component term of person by task by rater is the three-way interaction variance component

including variance components due to unexplained sources of error (8.1%). The pattern of the magnitude

of variance components (e.g., large variation related to task facet and small variation related to rater facet)

seems consistent with previous studies (Linn & Burton, 1994; Brennan & Johnson, 1994). However, the
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variance component for task was relatively larger than in previous studies. In contrast, the residual

variance component (person by task by rater interaction) was relatively smaller than in previous studies.

As Brennan (1992, pp. 30-32) indicated, the fully crossed G-study design is most powerful in

that the estimated variance components from it can be used to estimate variance components for any

possible designs containing nesting facets. The variance components for SM I were actually estimated

and variance components for the other scoring modalities were estimated by following the specifications

given in Table 1 as described in the previous section.

For estimating relative generalizability coefficients (G-coefficients) and standard errors of

measurement (SEMs), several decision studies (D-studies) were conducted under some restrictions. One

of these restrictions was that the number of tasks was fixed to 12 as was in actual testing. Because the

main purpose of the current study was to investigate the several scoring modalities, the task effect, which

can be captured by manipulating the number of tasks, was not examined in this study. With the fixed

number of tasks, the number of raters in the D-studies varied from one to four. Associated relative G-

coefficients and SEM$ are presented in Figure 1 using the number of raters in a D-study as the horizontal

axis.

Insert Figure 1 About Here

SM 3 and 5 provided higher relative G-coefficients than did other scoring modalities except

when n,.' =I where n, represents the number of raters in a D-study. In the case of n,.' =I, SM4 produced a

0-coefficient similar to those for SM 3 and 5. The relative G-coefficients for SM I were higher than those

for the SM 2 and 4 except when n,.' =1, where the G-coefficient for SM4 was higher than that for the SM1.

Even though SM4 produced the same G-coefficients regardless of sample size of raters in the various D-

studies, it provided more accurate scores than SM2. SM I, 2, 3 and 5 gained in accuracy of scores to some

degree by increasing the sample size of raters in the D-studies. However, the increase for SM2 was much

10
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lower than that for SM 1, 3 and 5. The same interpretation can be applied to the relative SEMs in the

bottom graph of Figure 1, where the horizontal axis represents the number of raters in the D-studies.

Similar trends were found in the analyses of absolute G-coefficients and SEMs that are presented

in Figure 2.

Insert Figure 2 About Here

The Efficiency of Scoring Procedures and Scoring Modality

Several indices that can be used to evaluate the efficiency of scoring proceduresare presented in

Table 3. To produce these indices, the total number of tasks was set to 12 (as was done in the analyses of

score accuracy) and the number of students to 2,000.

Insert Table 3 About Here

In SM1, when the number of raters was set to one only one rater read all responses of 2,000

students to the 12 tasks. Consequently, the rater produced a total of 24,000 ratings. Each response to a task

taken by a student was read once. Because only one rater read all responses of all students, there was no

need to move students' response papers from rater to rater. If considering two raters for this scoring

modality, each rater will read all responses of 2,000 students to 12 tasks. That is, each response of a

student will be read twice by two different raters. The total ratings increases to 48,000, and 2,000 students'

response papers should move from one rater to another rater. The same logic can be applied to the

interpretation of the cases of n,.' =3 and n, =4.

SM2 provided the same efficiency indices as did SMI when n, =1. However, when the number

of raters increased from one to two, the ratings per rater were reduced from 24,000 to 12,000. That is, each

of two raters read a half set of the total tasks for all 2,000 students. Consequently, one rater produced just

12,000 ratings. Each task of a student was read once by either of two raters. For example, one rater read



tasks 1-6, and another rater read tasks 7-12. Even though the total ratings did not change regardless of the

number of raters, the students' response papers would have to be moved among raters.

In SM3, relatively many raters were required for evaluating students' responses because raters

were nested within tasks. (SM5 needs more raters than does SM3.) Setting the number of raters to one

does not mean that one rater read all of the students' responses. It rather meant that one task was read by

one rater and that different tasks were read by different raters. Consequently, this scoring design also

required a large amount of movement of students' paper among raters. For example, in the case of n,.' =1,

the 2,000 students' response papers has to be passed among 12 raters.

In the case of n,.' =1, SM4 produced the same efficiency measures as did SM 1 and 2. When n'

increased from one to two, one rater read all responses of 1,000 students to the 12 tasks and another rater

read all responses of the remaining 1,000 students to the 12 tasks. Thus, this scoring modality did not

require students' paper movement among raters. The total ratings remained the same regardless of the

number of raters. However, the ratings per rater decreased as the number of raters increased.

In SM5, each rater read one response to one task of a student. Thus, so many raters [(the number

of tasks) x (the number of students)] were needed in the case of n,.' =1. When using n,.' =2, two times more

raters were needed. This scoring design also required as much movement of student papers among raters

as did SM3. The total ratings increased as the number of raters increased. The number of ratings per rater

remained just one regardless of the number of raters.

Discussion

If different degrees of score accuracy were established across different scoring modalities, the

more efficient scoring modality can be administered in scoring large scale performance assessment.

Among five scoring modalities conceptualized in this study, SM1, 2, 3, and 5 produced more accurate

scores by adding more raters. However, the incremental increase for SM2 was much lower than that for

SM 1,3, and 5. The score accuracy of SM4 does not depend upon the number of raters. Even though the
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accuracy of scores in SM2 can be improved by increasing the number of raters, SM4 produces more

accurate scores than SM2.

In term of the efficiency of scoring procedures, SM4 seems the most efficient scoring design for

evaluating students' performance. SM3 and 5 need more raters and fairly large amounts of movement of

student papers among raters. The number of total ratings increases in the SM 1, 3, and 5 as the number of

raters increases. This fact can explain the relative high level of score accuracy for SM 1, 3, and 5

compared to SM2 and 4. That is, for these scoring modalities, adding raters results in more ratings per task

(more total ratings) and consequently, a high level of score accuracy.

Issues about the relative appropriateness of each scoring modality for specific measurement

procedures should be worthwhile to be addressed. In terms of the number of total raters needed, SM5 does

not seem to be appropriate and realistic for large-scale performance assessments. This scoring modality

may be considered when administering extremely small numbers of tasks and examinees. Even though

these conditions are met, the accuracy of scores is almost the same as that from SM3 that needs fewer

raters.

For the situation that requires high level of score accuracy for the performance assessments, SM3

can be considered. This scoring design needs more raters than SM 1, 2, and 4, but fewer raters than SM5.

The ratings per rater are relatively few compared to other scoring modalities. One problem of this scoring

design is associated with the movement of student response papers among raters. SM3 requires such a

large amount of paper movement that it makes hard to consider this scoring modality for large-scale

performance assessments. However, when a high level of score accuracy is needed and a high level of

rater variation is expected, this scoring modality would be worth of consideration.

SM I produces less accurate scores, but is more efficient than SM3 and 5. The main drawback of

this scoring modality is related to the number of ratings per rater. Because every rater should read all the

responses of all students to all tasks, this scoring modality puts a great burden on each of the raters.

Consequently, this design has not been frequently considered for large-scale performance assessments that
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involve a large number of examinees and tasks. This design may be considered for a reasonable size of

students and a small number of tasks.

In term of score accuracy, SM2 would be least preferable. From the perspective of the efficiency

of scoring procedures, this modality does not have any great advantages compared to the other scoring

modalities either. Even though this scoring modality lacks advantages of accuracy or efficiency, it has

been considered and used in large-scale performance assessments.

SM4 has probably received the lease attention in previous studies dealing with issues associated

with scoring modalities. In terms of the efficiency of scoring procedures, this scoring design seems most

efficient and cost-effective. From the perspective of score accuracy, this modality is better than SM2 and

is not much worse than SM 1, 3, and 5. If considering both score accuracy and efficiency of scoring

procedures, this scoring design should be considered for large-scale performance assessments.

The implications discussed above apply in other situations where high generalizability across

raters is present. If decisions about scoring modalities have to be made under the situation of high level of

rater variation, the above implications should be cautiously considered or different information should be

gathered for decision making. Also, it should be mentioned that the Mathematics test was used in this

study in estimating variance components. The Mathematics test could be considered one of subject areas

that contain the least amount of halo effects (consequently, less variation estimates related to rater facet).
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Table 2
Variance Component Estimates for Each Scoring Modality in a Generalizability Study

Variance Component

person (p)
task (t)
rater (r)
person x task (pt)
person x rater (pr)
task x rater (tr)
person x task x rater (ptr)

person (p)
task within rater (t:r)
rater (r)
person x rater (pr)
person x task within rater (pt:r)

person (p)
task (t)
rater within task (r:t)
person x task (pt)
person x rater within task (pr:t)

person within rater (p:r)
task (t)
rater (r)
task x rater (tr)
person x task within rater (pt:r)

person (p)
task (t)
person x task (pt)
rater within person x task (r:pt)

Estimate Proportion of Variance Component
Scoring Modality 1

.17.9
31.6

0.0
42.2

0.2
0.1
8.1

13.3
23.5

0.0
31.4

0.2
0.1
6.0

Scoring Modality 2
13.3 17.9
23.5 31.6

0.0 0.0
0.2 0.2

37.4 50.3
Scoring Modality 3

13.3 17.9
23.5 31.6

0.1 0.1
31.4 42.2

6.2 8.3
Scoring Modality 4

13.4 18.1
23.5 31.6

0.0 0.0
0.1 0.1

37.4 50.3
Scoring Modality 5

13.3 17.9
23.5 31.6
31.4 42.2

6.2 8.4
Note. The scale of the variance component estimates was changed by multiplying all entries by 100 and
then rounding to one decimal place.
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Table 3
Efficiency Indices of Scoring Modality in Scoring 12 Tasks and 2,000 Examinees

n, Total Raters Ratings per Rater Ratings per Task Total Ratings Paper Moving

Scoring Modality 1
1 1 24,000 1 24,000 0
2 2 24,000 2 48,000 2,000
3 3 24,000 3 72,000 4,000
4 4 24,000 4 96,000 6,000

Scoring Modality 2
1 1 24,000 1 24,000 0
2 2 12,000 1 24,000 2,000
3 3 8,000 1 24,000 4,000
4 4 6,000 1 24,000 6,000

Scoring Modality 3
1 12 2,000 1 24,000 22,000
2 24 2,000 2 48,000 46,000
3 36 2,000 3 72,000 70,000
4 48 2,000 4 96,000 94,000

Scoring Modality 4
1 1 24,000 1 24,000 0
2 2 12,000 1 24,000 0
3 3 8,000 1 24,000 0
4 4 6,000 1 24,000 0

Scoring Modality 5
1 24,000 1 1 24,000 22,000
2 48,000 1 2 48,000 46,000
3 72,000 1 3 72,000 70,000
4 96,000 1 4 96,000 94,000

Note. n, is the sample size of rater facet in a decision study.
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